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Location

Wills Ridley head office and manufacturing facility is situated approximately 3 miles from one of  the deepest
natural harbours in the world — Falmouth, Cornwall in the UK.  This natural resource brings a wide variety of
vessels all year round.
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History
Wills Ridley Ltd was formed in 1963 to manufacture and
market steering gear for small boats. The company has
developed a name for first class before and after sales
service. As time has progressed, the range of products has
expanded together with improved quality and performance.
Wills Ridley now has equipment on all sorts of  vessels that
range from small fishing boats to large aircraft carriers.
Currently supplying steering gear to the
Commercial, Leisure and Military sectors. In this catalogue
are some examples of our standard product range. However
Wills Ridley can manufacture bespoke parts to suit the
customer requirements.
Please feel free to contact our sales team with any requirements
that you have and we will work with you to find the best solution.

The Steering Systems are designed from standard or tailored
components and are manufactured to the highest quality. They
include all types of controls - electronic or manual hydraulic built
in to pedestals or  purpose designed console panels to suit the
specification.
Today, the quality and reliability of the product is recognised
world- wide and is supported by ISO 9001 Design and
Manufacturing Quality Assurance Certification. After Sales
Service and Product Support is something Wills Ridley prides
themselves on and we can either support the customer
remotely over the phone, use our network of field engineers
that are available in various locations worldwide or
alternatively send out engineers from the UK that are ready
to deploy if required to ensure total customer satisfaction.

Wills Ridley stock 96% of all spares; so please contact us for
a quotation.
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Wills Ridley have supplied a full range of
steering, stern and propulsion gear for various
types of  vessel over the years for example:

Mega Yachts

Super Yachts

Patrol Boats

Tug Boats

Military Vessels

Fishing Boats

Working Boats

Large Ships

Large Commercial Vessels

Various Catamarans

Ferries (Passenger/Vehicle)

Types of  Vessel Previously
Supplied
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Products List

Wills Ridley design and manufacture the following equipment in the UK:

- Hydraulic Steering Gear, this can be customized to suit requirements.

- Hydraulic Systems, providing hydraulic power to all deck machinery from one or multiple power packs.

- Rudders, manufactured to customer designs or designed in house to customer requirements

- Universal Isolated Dimming System for different equipment, including engine controls, steering etc.

All of  the above are designed and manufactured in the UK by Wills Ridley.

Wills Ridley have been established since 1963 and over the years the company have built up many business
associates. Therefore products that are not manufactured or designed by Wills Ridley can also be quoted.

Other Products Available not manufactured by Wills Ridley:

- Deck Machinery (Manufactured in Netherlands)

- Full Stern Gear Packages, Including Steering, Propulsion,
Nozzle etc. (UK Manufacture and design)

- Custom Aluminium Deck Hatches (UK Manufacture)

- Custom Carbon Fibre equipment, including design and
manufacture or manufacture to customer drawings.
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Classification
Wills Ridley Steering Systems can be approved by most major classification societies

Pictured below are some examples of  Classification Societies that Wills Ridley have used in recent
times:
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Manual Helm Pumps

Model: Triton 50cc Output per rev Helm Pump /
Hydraulic Transmitter with axial pistons housed
in a cast aluminium tank.  Complete with check
valves

Model: Tetra 56-250cc Output per rev

Helm Pump/ Hydraulic Transmitter with axial
pistons in cast iron body. Complete with check
valves

Model: Tetra 18-45cc Output per rev
Helm Pump/ Hydraulic Transmitter with axial
pistons in aluminium body. Complete with check
valves
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Model: SB10 164cc Output
Also available in Aluminium (Aluminium
Model No. S10) Complete with check valves

The Bronze SB5 and SB10 have been designed
to meet military standard and are NATO
stock numbered.

Fitted to the correct mounts the Pump is
designed to withstand 100Gs

Model: S5 82cc Output

Also available in Bronze (Bronze Model No.
SB5)

Complete with check valves
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Power Steer Pumps

The Power Steer Pump uses a Power Pack to hydraulically assist the steering, making it lighter and more
comfortable for the operator. If  the Power Pack/ Electrical Power fails for any reason the Power Steer
pump will revert to
emergency mode. The steering will feel noticeably heavier if  this occurs.

MODEL CC PER REV

M100 100

M125 125

M160 160

M200 200

M250 250

M320 320

M400 400

M600 600
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Full Follow Up Control

Model: Electric Helm Unit

Specification:

The EHU steering unit has a multiple turn input shaft. The standard unit has a total of  2.2 turns from lock
to lock, with solid end stop at each lock. Other turns are available as an option. The Stainless Steel steering
wheel shaft has the industry standard taper 3/4” to allow customer preference when selecting wheels. It is
also fitted with an easily adjusted damping device and locking ring, to enable the operator to adjust the
feel for personal preference. This device also eliminates any creeping of  the wheel in the event of  heavy
vibration on the vessel.

The purpose of  the Full Follow Up control is so that the operator of  the control can select a required angle
of  helm, then the Rudders move until it reaches the demanded position. Below are two examples of  the Full
Follow UP Controls available. With the Electric Helm Unit you will require an Applied Helm Indicator
(see page 28-29 ) to see what Helm is being demanded and there will also be a Rudder Angle indicator
(see page 28-29) that shows the Rudders moving to the demanded position.

The Full Follow Up Lever doesn't require an Applied Helm Indicator, it has a scale on the front face
showing the operator what level of  helm has been requested  scale . The operator can then use a Rudder
Angle

The standard unit is of  alloy material with an anodised satin
black finish for excellent corrosion resistance. Other colours
are optional extras. Multiple EHU systems are available with
the addition of  a handover panel (with push button position
select).

Weight: 8 KG
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Model: Full Follow Up Lever

Specification:

When the lever is turned to a specific angle of  helm indicated on the levers dial. The Rudder
will then move until it reaches the position shown on the levers dial. It can control independent
or
synchronized Rudders. If  there are two Rudders and there is a Sync / Independent mode. The
port lever always has synchronized control when the synchronized option is selected.
When Independent mode is selected, the port lever controls the port Rudder and the starboard
lever controls the starboard
rudder.

The lever can also be used on vessels with more than two rudders.
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Non Follow Up Control

The Non Follow Up controls: Non follow Up Joystick and Non Follow up Wheel (pictures on page X),
can move the Rudders to Port or Starboard, by either being connected directly to the 24v DC
Directional control Solenoids or connected to the Solenoids via an Electrical control cabinet.

The Non Follow Up Joystick can move in two positions (Left and Right) Left to move the Rudder to
Port and Right to move the Rudder to Starboard. The difference from the Full Follow Up Controls
is that the Rudder Starts moving as soon as you move the control in the required direction and
when you let go of  the control the Rudder will stop in that position and stay there until you move
the controls again. There is no way of
demanding an exact angle for the Rudder to move to. If  this application is required then the Full
Follow Up control must be used.

The Non Follow Up controls can work in conjunction with a Rudder Angle Indicator
(see page 28-29) so the operator can monitor the position of  the Rudder.
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Model: Non Follow Up Joystick
Controlling the dual directional control valve
(Solenoid). Works as a  ‘bang, bang’ system, as
soon as the Joystick is released the rudder will
stop where it is.

Model: Non Follow Up Wheel.
Controlling the dual directional control valve
(Solenoid). Works as a  ‘bang, bang’ system, as
soon as the Joystick is released the rudder will
stop where it is.
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Steering Control Unit

WILLS RIDLEY SCUSTEERING SYSTEM

The SCU system is based around smart relays and relay modules. The range of  controllers are set to
provide full follow-up steering.
The smart relay is well constructed, very reliable, and has surpassed many environmental and EMC tests
and requirements for industrial and marine use. The device is UL, CSA, C-TICK and GL registered.

The controller reads the analogue voltage based signal presented by the rudder reference units and by
steering wheel, or steering joystick. It then operates the direction control valve solenoids on the Hydraulic
Power Pack to provide the required steering function. It also monitors the steering Mode Select Switches
for Full Follow Up, Non Follow Up, Auto Pilot, and Steering Stations. In Non Follow Up mode, switch
inputs from NFU joysticks or joystick-mounted switches are directly coupled to the hydraulic steering
solenoids.
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The controllers have inbuilt liquid crystal displays that indicate which steering station is in control, what
steering mode is selected, and the angles of  the rudder and steering wheels to 1/10 of  a degree. (300 = 30
degrees). The system accuracy is based around the controllers analogue to digital converters limits, as well
as how close each potentiometer working range can be set to 10Volts, at best this is 1/3 of  a degree which is
more than adequate for most steering systems. It is also more noise immune at the required position due to its
inbuilt digital input filtering allowing finer dead bands and more accurate rudder alignment without
hunting.

The controller reads the analogue voltage based signal presented by the rudder reference units and by steer-
ing wheel, or steering joystick. It then operates the direction control valve solenoids on the Hydraulic Power
Pack to provide the required steering function. It also monitors the steering Mode Select Switches for Full
Follow Up, Non Follow Up, Auto Pilot, and Steering Stations. In Non Follow Up mode, switch inputs from
NFU joysticks or joystick-mounted switches are directly coupled to the hydraulic steering solenoids.
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Electric Steering System

The Electronic Steering System (ESS)

The 24V DC Electronic Steering System is designed to control a hydraulic power driven steering system.
The ESS consists of  three units, Electric Bridge Unit (EBU), Control Box Unit (CBU) and Rudder Reference
Unit (RRU).
When installed in conjunction with powered hydraulic steering systems the ESS performs the main steering
control without the need for hydraulic pipeline connections. This simplifies installations and eliminates
potential leaks in high class or luxury vessels.
The installation is a simple wiring procedure with easy plug and terminal block connections.
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The electronic control of  this system has been proven over the last twenty years of
supply by Wills Ridley of  our Full Follow-up electric steering system. The updated
electronics have been designed to be both rugged and reliable with simple and low
cost spares replacement capability. We are completely confident that the rigorously
tested systems will provide both trouble free and effortless enjoyable steering
control.
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Rudder Angle Indicators

ECO Rudder Angle Indicator

Pod mounted Rudder Angle Indicator

Rudder Angle Indicator

The Applied Helm Indicator is visually the same as the Rudder Angle indicator, with the exception of  the
applied helm indicator label instead of  the Rudder Angle indicator Label. The purpose of  the applied
helm indicator is to show the angle demanded by the operator when using the Full Follow Up Electric
Helm Unit. The Rudder Angle and Applied Helm Indicator will be next to each other and be used
together. The Applied Helm Indicator will initially move to the demanded Angle, for example 35 degrees
Port, you will see the Rudder Angle indicator move un until it has reached the demanded angle
(35 degrees Port).
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Rudder Angle Indicator

Dual Rudder Angle Indicator
(Linkless Rudders)
So each Rudder position can be monitored.

Panoramic Rudder Angle Indicator
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WR Series

The WR series Power Pack is driven by an electrical motor. Depending on the customer requirements and
the electrical power available on board, there are many different options available. You can have either
Three phase, AC Single Phase AC or 24v DC motors. You can also have a combination or duplicate of  these
motors. For Example 1 x Three phase with 24v DC Back Up or 2 x Three phase AC Motors. With these
motors any combination is possible. When two motors are on one tank, Wills Ridley install a weir plate in
the middle of  the tank, there will be one motor on one side of  the weir and also the valve and pump and
assembly either side of  the weir. This setup is effectively two power packs and this has been previously
accepted on Plan Approval by all major classification rules.
When more than one motor is fitted on the Power Pack with a weir installed or if  there are more than one
Power Pack fitted, you can either run both power packs together. This will half  the hard over to hard over
time for the rudder, and a hydraulic lock alarm must be fitted. The Power Packs can also be run as
1 x Duty and 1 x Standby. Alternatively if  independent Rudders are fitted, you can have one Power Pack to
control each Rudder.

The WR Power Packs are started by using a Power Pack Starter See Page 37-39

Power Packs
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Model: WR10

Fitted with 10 Litre tank and the motor is separately
mounted along with pump assembly and valve stack.

Model: WR20

Fitted with 20 Litre tank and the motor is tank
mounted along with pump assembly and valve stack.
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Model: WR45

Fitted with 45 Litre tank. This model has a weir plate
in the middle separating the two sides of  the tank.
One side there is a tank mounted motor, pump
assembly and valve stack and on the other side of  the

weir this is duplicated.

There are other models of  the standard WR series which include WR40, WR60,
WR90, WR120, WR150 and WR350. However Wills Ridley can modify any of  the
Power Packs to suit customer requirements if  they need to be larger or different in
anyway.
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The ME series Power Pack is driven by the main engine, either direct from the PTO or from a belt.
There is no requirement for an electrical motor and one of  the benefits of  using the ME Series is that
a Power Pack electrical starter cabinet is not required because the Power Pack runs when the engines
are running.

ME Series
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PQ Series

The PQ series Power Pack is primarily used as a Power Pack on smaller vessels to
work with the Auto Pilot. On a smaller vessel there is an option to have the PQ Power
Pack with Non Follow Up control.
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Starting a Power Pack will be different depending on
what type of  motor is fitted and whether or not the
steering is to comply with a Classification Societies
rules.

If  the vessel is built to full Classification rules, the
Starter Cabinet must meet some minimum require-
ments including alarms. Below is a 3 phase option
and you will see on the front there is a panel with
buttons and switches. This starts and stops the mo-
tors on the power packs and also has all the alarms
fitted. These include; low oil, differential pressure, 24v
Fail (for controls), overload, panel active.
On the front door is a rudder angle indicator and also
some local steer buttons (Red and Green) to steer Port
and Starboard Locally using the indicator to monitor
the  Rudder position.

Power Pack Electrical Starters
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Inside the cabinet there are many relays and there is a smart controller in the top left hand side of  the
cabinet that has the logic to control the relays and alarms. Short Circuit Protection is included along
with buffer amps and three phase detector to ensure all three phases are present at all times. At the
bottom there are terminals for the yard to wire to the ships controls and also electrical supplies. If  these
cabinets are required for Single Phase or 24v DC Motors, then they will differ in design to suit the
specification.
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The dual remote power pack starter, this will be fitted on the bridge
and additional panels are available to have one on each steering
position. The alarms are the same as the ones fitted on the main
starter that is supplied. There will be a visual (fault light) and
audible alarm. The dual power pack can start 2 power packs if
required.

If  the steering is not required to meet any classification
society rules, then a 24v DC motor & switch can be used
(below) or for a single phase motor an on/off  power pack
starter can be used (right)
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The Isolated Dimmer system is designed to overcome those problems encountered on marine control pan-
els where indicators from a variety of  ships systems need to be dimmed from one control in unison while
keeping each electrical system independent and isolated.

Typical solutions of  the past might be:-

1 A single knob with many potentiometers on the back – this maintains electrical isolation but typically
while one lamp from one system is about to extinguish, that from another system is still too bright.

2 A common variable voltage supply is used to provide a common dimming voltage that each system then
grounds to activate the lamp. The problem here is that now that common signal must travel through each
separate system, isolation has not been maintained and a fault current from one system can follow into
and damage another system. The fault current and short circuit protection from the common supply may
be too great for one of  the systems grounding a lamp so short circuit protection needs very careful man-
agement to avoid fire risks which is rarely considered.
The cure is to use the VM Marine Isolated dimming system. This starts with a 6 channel control card
which can be controlled by a single potentiometer, or momentary push buttons. Each of  the six output
channels are fully optically isolated and can drive 1 amp 24V pulse width modulation for lighting instru-
ment systems.

Isolated Dimmer System
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It’s control system requires a battery backed up supply. If  you need more than six channels then a second
and more cards can be added alongside the first master card, all driven from that master card.

Each channel uses pulse width modulation to control the circuits brightness, with calibration knobs pro-
vided to set the minimum brightness pulse width and the maximum brightness pulse width so different in-
dicator lamps can be setup to reach minimum and maximum brightness together in unison with a linear
extrapolated line between. Two of  the channels also have a knee point adjustment knob which allows a non
linear response to be setup for non linear lighting systems. Because the outputs are fully optically isolated
one might operate in the grounding path of  one system, while the next channel can operate in the source
side of  the system allowing a wide variety of  systems to be accommodated, each output uses a power mosfet
transistor, so the + and – terminals need to be respected for the system to operate, but no damage will occur
if  these terminals are accidentally reversed.
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Pressure Relief  and Bypass Valves

The Pressure Relief  and Bypass valve has 6 ports (this
can be customized if  more are required).  4 of  the ports are
1/2” BSP and 2 of  the side ports are 3/8” BSP.

Made from Aluminium and black anodized, using a
spring and a seated ball bearing, the relief  pressure is set
to 25% over the working pressure of  the steering system. If
the rudder takes a shock load and hits something, the
pressure will lift the ball bearing allowing the pressure to
dissipate across the ports. This will protect the rest of  the
steering system and prevent the hoses from being damaged
and ultimately blowing off. If  you want to short circuit the

system for any reason (for example if  there is an issue with the steering and you want to steer
with a manual tiller handle) open the red tap and this will bypass the steering system.

Valves
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The (Steel) Pressure Relief  and Bypass Valve

Has 6 ports as standard (this can be customized if  more are required). All of  the port sizes
are 3/4” and this valve is made from Steel and Zinc plated. This valve is used if  the pres-
sure is considered too high for the Aluminium Valve or if  the flow is higher to allow more
oil through the larger ports.
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Pressure Relief  and Distribution Valves

The Pressure Relief  and Distribution valve was designed to isolate the Power Packs and Actuators
quickly and efficiently. The valve has built in isolation / ball valves.

Key that turns the isolation valves
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This Pressure Relief  and Distribution valve is a smaller 1/2” model.

Distribution Valve Settings (Example, this will change depending on what is on the vessel)

O = Open X = Closed

Valve Number:  1   2    3   4   5   6    7   8  9  10 11 12

1 Normal Operation             X  X  X  X  O  O  O  O  O  O  O  O

2 Actuator 1 Excluded         O  O  X  X  X  X  O  O  O  O  O  O

3 Actuator 2 Excluded         X  X  O  O  O  O  X  X  O  O  O  O

4 Power Pack 1 Excluded    X  X  X  X  O  O  O  O  O  O  X  X

5 Power Pack 2 Excluded    X  X  X  X  O  O  O  O  X  X  O  O

Manual helm ports fitted on each side
of  the manifold (Port E1 & E2)

Normally open, close to Isolate Manual
Helm Pump.
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